
The World and Me 
As super citizens, we will 
help others and 
understand that  
there are people less 
fortunate than us; we will 
share.  
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Collaboration 
As collaborators we will 
take turns and  
consider different 
views.  We will  
respond to each other’s 
opinions.   
 

Creativity 
As creators, we will think 
creatively in our learning 
and begin to learn new 
techniques for how to make 
and present our work. 

Khalsa Primary School Curriculum Map 
Year 6 – Summer: Groovy Greeks 

Critical Thinking 
As learners, we will use 
our higher order thinking 
skills such as comparing, 
investigating, ordering and 
evaluating.  
 

As sportspeople we will… use running, 
As sportspeople, we will play 
competitive games, modified where 
appropriate, and apply principles 
suitable for attacking and defending 

As faith learners we will…. fully examine 
the history of Guru Arjan Dev Ji and 
understand the tradition of Martyrdom.  
As Panjabi speaker we will.. learn to practice various tongue twisters in Punjabi.   

As Writers we will… write a newspaper report detailing the significance of the battle of Marathon. We will also explore Greek Mythology and write in role as a character based on “Who let the Gods out.” 
  

As PSHE learners we will… understand 
the importance of looking after 
yourself during physical and emotional 
change and prepare emotionally for 
starting Secondary school. 

As Digital Citizens we will… make an 
information poster using graphics skills to 
good effect including the use text 
formatting tools- heading and body text. 

As Historians we will…study Ancient Greek 
pottery and establish what they tell us about 
life in the past and research aspects of daily 
life using primary resources to make 
deductions. 
 
As Scientists we will…  
learn how to keep their bodies healthy 
and how their bodies might be 
damaged – including how some drugs 
and other substances can be harmful to 
the human body. 
 
We will work scientifically by: exploring 
the work of scientists and scientific 
research about the relationship 

As Mathematicians we will… solve 
problems in algebra getting ready for 
Secondary school.  
 

As Readers we will.. read a variety of 
texts and make summaries to inform 
decisions about Athens or investigate and 
understand Greek origins of words. We 
will debate which is best ‘Sparta’ or 
‘Athens’  

As Artists and Designers we will…look at   preparing healthy and varied healthy meals and be 
competent in a range of cooking techniques. 


